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a b s t r a c t 

To reveal the mechanism of fault propagation and temporal information between electrical 

network branches intuitively and vividly, we have proposed a fault chain-based cascading 

fault graph (CFG) that considers the topological, physical, and fault operational features 

from an overload mechanism perspective. The proposed CFG is used to construct metrics to 

identify vulnerable branches of an electrical network. Furthermore, because the vulnerable 

branch rankings change with the changing fault chain length, the ranking results’ change 

rules are investigated. As a result, the branch vulnerabilities’ characteristics are found to 

be different at different stages under sequential attacks. Inspired by the characteristics, 

the CFGs are divided into three sub-CFGs, based on load shedding threshold, to identify 

the vulnerable branches at different stages. The proposed method is used to identify the 

vulnerable branches of the IEEE 39- and 118-bus systems, and its effectiveness is validated 

by investigating load shedding of the systems under deliberate attacks. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Transmission network vulnerability (TNV) assessment is important to power system security because it helps identify

critical components to safeguard them against accidents or malicious threats [1–3] . Due to the increasing scale of electrical

networks, and developing data-processing technology such as cloud computing, complex network theory is one of the main

methods used to analyze the power system’s cascading blackout mechanism [4,5] . From a complex network theory perspec-

tive, by investigating the electrical networks’ topological structures, many existing studies have confirmed many electrical

networks are small-world graphs [6,7] . The small-world features of the topological structures demonstrate that a branch can

easily propagate a fault to other branches, including non-adjacent branches; therefore, small-world features reveal the fault

propagation mechanism to some extent. In addition, by removing network branches to investigate the extent of structural

damage or function loss of the systems, some authors also discovered that electrical networks have scale-free features [ 8 , 9 ].

The scale-free features demonstrate there are few critical branches in the networks. The systems are vulnerable once the

critical branches are attacked deliberately, but the systems are robust under random attacks. 

A popular way to identify critical branches is to construct statistical indices based on complex network theory. First,

an electrical network can be abstracted as a topological graph. The electrical network’s bus nodes can be viewed as
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Nomenclature 

L set of branches (i.e. branches, transformers) in a transmission network, L = { ���, L j , ���}, dim { L } = N L . 

B set of vertexes (i.e. buses) in a transmission network, dim { B } = N B . 

L i set of branches in fault chain i , L i = { · · · , L i 
j 
, · · ·} , L i ⊆L , dim { L i } = n i . 

C 

i fault chain i , C 

i = ( L i ,n i , �i ). 

αi 
j 

loading assessment index of branch j in fault chain i generation process, L j ∈ L . 

f 0 
j 

power flow of branch j under normal operation, L j ∈ L . 

f i 
jx 

power flow of branch j during contingency x in fault chain i generation process, L j ∈ L . 

f M 

j 
flow limit of branch j, L j ∈ L . 

P i 
dx 

active power withdraws of load bus during contingency x in fault chain i generation process, d ∈ B . 

δi 
x load shedding percentage during contingency x in fault chain i generation process. 

�i total load shedding of fault chain i . 

� threshold for total load shedding. 

T i contingency set in fault chain i generation process, T i = { L j }, dim { T i } = 1 ∨ 0, L j ∈ L . 

V set of vertices in a graph, dim { V } = N L . 

E set of edges in a graph, dim { E } = N q . 

G a cascading faults graph, G = { V, E }. 

F ( • ) mapping function to convert a fault chain C 

i into a graph g i , i.e., g i = F ( C 

i ), g i ⊆G . 

V 

i set of vertexes in g i , V i = { · · · , L i 
j 
, · · ·} , dim { V 

i } = n i , V 

i = L i . 

E i set of edges in g i , E i = { · · · , e i q , · · ·} , e i q = L i 
j 
L i 

j+1 
, q = j , dim { E i } = n i − 1. 

αq weight of edge e q in cascading faults graph G, e q ∈ G . 

l number of considered branches in graph variation operation. 

r i relative position of targeted vertex of edge e ′ in g i . 

β adjustable parameter, β ≥ 0. 

ξ vz number of the same branches in the z th ranking by employing different G . 

ξ threshold value. 

K number of top critical branches. 

topological graph vertices, while the branches can be viewed as the edges. Second, statistical indices, based on the graph,

are constructed to assess the TNV. In previous research, pure statistical metrics based on complex network theories, such

as average path length [10] , betweenness [11] , centroid [12] , and degree [13] were used to assess the TNV. Some of them

have been applied to practical power grids, such as the European power grid [10] and the North American power grid

[14] . However, pure statistical metrics neglect physical features and cannot capture some actual information from the power

grids [15] . 

To overcome this problem, extended statistical indices are proposed, which involves integrating electrical quantities with

complex network theory [16–20] . Its core idea is that electrical quantities are used to define the weights or direction of the

edges (or vertices) of the topological graph. Then, the extended statistical indices, via the weighted (or directed) topological

graph, are constructed [17] . For instance, in reference [18] , the electrical betweenness is redefined by introducing electrical

distance. Because the actual flow path is a critical attribute of power grids, it is employed in hybrid flow betweenness used

to identify vulnerable electrical network branches [19] . In reference [20] , the maximum flow from the generator nodes was

integrated into the load nodes with centrality to evaluate the TNV. Although the extended statistical indices can reveal some

of the electrical networks’ physical features, they still focus mainly on topological features and do not consider operational

characteristics [21,22] , especially fault operational characteristics. 

For full consideration of the topological, physical, and operational features of the electrical network, we propose a cascad-

ing fault graph (CFG) based on fault chain theory. Compared to the topological graph, in our proposed method, the electrical

network is mapped to an operational graph by constructing the fault chains. The operational graph can reveal not only the

fault propagation mechanism, but also the temporal fault relations among branches. On this basis, the statistical indices

based on complex network theory, via the operational graph, are constructed to assess the TNV. 

In our previous papers [23–25] , we introduced the CFG generation algorithm. We analyzed the CFGs’ model properties

and constancy of the corresponding properties in detail. The result indicates that CFGs are scale-free graphs. Different CFGs’

scale-free characteristics, constructed using fault chains with different length or threshold for load shedding percentage in a

given electrical network, are stable. However, when we used the statistical indices (vertex degree, in-degree or out-degree)

of the different CFGs to rank critical branches, the critical branch ranks were different. That is, the CFGs ranking results were

unstable; this is called metric instability. Compared to our previous paper, the contributions of this paper are as follows: 
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(1) To reveal the reasons for metric instability, we investigated the change rules of the rankings of branches according

to different CFGs. Further, we analyzed the relationships between the metric instability and the relative position of

branches in fault chains by introducing an adjustable parameter to improve the fault chains’ weights. 

(2) Inspired by metric instability reasons, we propose segmented CFGs by dividing a CFG into three sub-CFGs, based on

the load shedding threshold, to identify valuable branches of different stages, after which we employed IEEE 39- and

118- bus systems to verify the proposed method’s effectiveness. 

In addition, for the sake of the paper’s integrity, the CFG generation method was introduced succinctly. The remaining

part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the CFGs development method. The reasons for metric in-

stability of CFGs are analyzed in section 3 . Furthermore, segmented CFGs proposed to evaluate the TNV are discussed in

Section 4 . Finally, further discussions and conclusions are presented in Section 5 . 

2. CFGs development method 

2.1. Fault chain generation 

Generation ideas: In this paper, we construct the fault chain [26] from a sequential attack perspective [27] . To explain

our ideas clearly, suppose we take a cup of water, as shown in Fig. 1 . The cup represents an electrical network’s topolog-

ical structure. In Fig. 1 (a), the water in the cup represents the operational status. The height of the water represents the

corresponding optimal operating point. If the cup has a flaw “A,” as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the cup will turn and the optimal

operating point will change. That is, when one branch is attacked from the electrical network, the operational status of the

network will change until a new optimal operational point from normal operation to contingency 1 is reached. In contin-

gency 1, suppose there are two potential flaws, “B” and “C”. If “C” can cause more damage to the network’s operational

status than “B,” which leads to the lower optimal operational point, then “C” will be selected in contingency 2, shown in

Fig. 1 (c). In analogy to the electrical network under the sequential attacks, we attempt to remove the targeted branch, which

causes maximum damage to the network’s operational status in the next contingency. Therefore, a fault chain can be viewed

as a set of branches, as shown in Fig. 2 , that can cause maximum damage to the operational status of the network in the

different contingency. 

Generation method: We employed a load shedding technique to the network to measure the degree of damage to the

network’s operational status. DC OPF is employed to calculate the load shedding percentage (LSP) as an objective function.

The LSP is defined as 

δi 
x = 1 −

∑ 

d∈ B z P 
i 
x ∑ 

d∈ B z P 
i 
( x −1 ) 

(1)

�i = 

∑ 

x ∈ C i 
δi 

x (2)

This definition which is similar to that in [28,4] , is the normalized load shedding, which implies 0 ≤ � ≤ 1. The larger

the value of �i , the larger the blackout scale. To mark the end of the fault chain, we define a threshold �. When �i ≥ �,

we terminate the fault chains generation process. 
Fig. 1. Explanation of fault chain generation method. (a):Normal operation; (b) Contingency 1; (c) Contingency 2. 

Fig. 2. Logic diagram of a fault chain. 
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Fig. 3. A demonstration of CFG construction. (a), (b), (d) are the fault chains; (c) was obtained by merging (a) and (b); (e) was obtained by merging (c), 

and (d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In an electrical network with N L branches, when an initially targeted branch is given, we need to remove N L -1 branches

respectively by calculating the DC OPF to research the targeted branches in the next contingency. Therefore, for a fault chain

with n i branches, we need to calculate the DC OPF for ( NL − n i + 1 ) n 
i 

times. With the increasing N L , the calculation time

will increase exponentially, thus leading to high time complexity. Therefore, to reduce the complexity, a branch loading

assessment index (BLAI) was constructed to search the targeted branches. When a branch fails in an electrical network, the

transmitted power will be redistributed over the network, which can cause increased power flow over other branches and

could even lead to overload. Therefore, BLAI can be calculated to reflect the load burden of a branch and its possibility to

fail under current contingency as follow: 

αi 
j = 

f i 
jx 

− f 0 
j 

f M 

j 

exp 

(
f i 

jx 
− f M 

j 

f M 

j 

)
(3) 

The bigger the value of αi 
j 
, the higher the vulnerability of branch j . ( f i 

jx 
− f 0 

j 
) / f M 

j 
reflects the power flow deviation in

different situations. The exponential term exp ( ( f i 
jx 

− f M 

j 
) / f M 

j 
) describes the possibility of branch j overload. 

According to the above definition, a fault chain i can be briefly represented as 

C 

i = 

(
L i , n 

i , �i 
)

(4) 

2.2. Cascading fault graphs 

To study the CFG topology, a fault chain C 

i into a directed and weighted graph g i = { V 

i ,E i }, i.e., g i = F ( C 

i ), where V 

i is the

set of vertices (i.e., V i = { L i 
j 
| j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n } ) and E i is the set of edges (i.e., E i = { e i 

j 
| e i 

j 
= L i 

j 
L i 

j+1 
, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n − 1 } ). 

For a CFG formed by m fault chains g 1 , g 2 ,…, g m , the CFG is then represented as 

G = 

{
( V, E ) | V = V 

1 ∪ V 

2 ∪ · · · ∪ V 

m , E = E 1 ∪ E 2 ∪ · · · ∪ E m 

}
(5) 

For an edge e q whose weights are αi in g i ( i = 1, 2, …, h,h ≤ m ), its weight in the CFG is given as 

αq = 

h ∑ 

i =1 

1 

n 

i 
αi (6) 

Based on the CFG generation method, we employed an IEEE 39-bus system as an example to construct the CFG shown

in Fig. 4 . 

For a specific electrical network, construction of CFG includes the following steps. 

Step 1 : Capture the N L fault chains based on each branch as a starting point. Suppose a fault chain of the electric network

is {1, 3, 4, 2} and 1,3,4,2 are the number of branches. First, add directed edges to the nodes (i.e., branches), that

is, 1 → 3 → 4 → 2. Secondly, assign weight to each edge. For each edge, take the LVAI of its starting node as the

weight. Figs. 3 (a), (b), and (d) demonstrate examples of fault chains. 

Step 2 : Merge all fault chains to generate the CFG. Three fault chains are given in Fig. 3 (a)–(c) respectively. First, put all

nodes in the three fault chains into a new CFG and merge the repeated nodes. Second, put all edges in all fault

chains into the new CFG. For the repeated edges, merge them and employ Eq. (6 ) to calculate the new weight. For
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non-repeated edges, you only need to calculate their weights using Equation 6 as their new weights. Figs. 3 (c) and

(e) show the results of merging fault chains or CFG. Fig. 3 (c) was captured by merging Fig. 3 (a) and(b). Fig. 3 (e)

was captured by merging Fig. 3 (c) and (d). 

In the CFG, we employ the degree, in-degree and out-degree as the vulnerable metrics to identify the vulnerable

branches. For example, in Fig. 3 (e), the degree, in-degree, and out-degree of node 1 are α32 /3 + α11 /4, α32 /3, and α11 /4,

respectively. In these metrics, a branch with high in-degree can be easily affected by a fault, while a branch with high out-

degree can easily spread a fault to other branches. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between the two metrics to refine

the vulnerability assessment. 

3. Analysis of Metric instability of CFGs 

In the previous paper, we revealed that CFGs are scale-free graphs and have stable properties when the length of fault

chains change. However, the critical branches’ ranking results are unstable (i.e., metric instability) under different conditions.

In this section, we examine the reasons for metric instability using two test benchmarks: IEEE 39- and 118- bus systems.

Brief descriptions of the two test benchmarks are given in Table 1 and Fig. 4 . 

We consider two conditional variants: 

(a) Threshold for LSP of fault chains: For IEEE 39-bus system, we change � from 20% to 60% with a 5% interval. Simi-

larly, for the IEEE 118-bus system, the threshold � was set from 10% to 30% and the 5% interval was changed. 

(b) Length of fault chains: For each g i = F ( C 

i ), we only use the first l branches in C 

i and disregard the rest, i.e., C 

i =
{ L i 

l 
, l, �i 

l 
} , L i 

l 
= { L j | j = 1 , 2 , . . . , l } . In this way, we can obtain a new CFG. For the IEEE 39-bus system, we chose l from

3 to 9 with an interval of 1. For IEEE 118-bus system, l was chosen from 3 to 30 with an interval of 1. 

Both methods mentioned above change the fault chains’ lengths, either directly or indirectly. However, the change caused

by the latter results in equal length for each fault chain. In the case of the former, the opposite is the case. 

3.1. Ranking of critical branches based on CFGs 

We employ CFGs to rank the branches’ vulnerability according to the vertex degree, in-degree, and out-degree. Using two

test benchmarks, we observed that, for different CFGs under different l or �, the critical branches’ ranking results have some

differences, especially in the case of the IEEE 118-bus system. To find out the reason, we analyze the ranking result changes

of a single branch with l or � increasing. Because of the large number of branches, we can only select some branches

randomly to analyze their change characteristics. Fig. 4 shows that the branches’ rankings have obvious change regularities

for both test benchmarks, especially in the case of IEEE 118-bus system with increasing l . Due to space limitation, the change

regularities with increasing � are not given. The change regularities have three main types with l or � increasing. 

(a) The rankings of some branches, such as branch 13 in Fig. 4 (a), branch 26 in Fig. 4 (b), and branch 90 in Fig. 5 (d)

showed a gradual upward trend. 

(b) Some branch rankings showed a gradual downward trend; examples are branch 41 in Fig. 5 (c) and branch 105 in

Fig. 5 (d, f). 

(c) Some branch rankings increased (or decreased) first and then decreased (or increased); examples are branch 18 in

Fig. 5 (d), branch 67 in Fig. c 5(e), and branch 149 in Fig. 5 (f). 

The simulation analysis result shows that the CFGs’ metric constancy was unstable, i.e., the rankings of vertex degree,

in-degree, and out-degree had significant differences when CFGs were generated by fault chains with different l or �. The

reason is that, as l or � increases, the number of attacked branches increases; this causes the values of metrics of later

attacked branches to increase. 

3.2. Ranking of critical branches based on improved CFGs 

In line with the above analysis, the CFGs’ metric constancy is unstable. To make the metric stable, for a fault chain

C 

i , C 

i = ( L i ,n i , �i )and two branches L i 
j1 

∈ L i and L i 
j2 

∈ L i , in sequential attacks, if L i 
j1 

is removed earlier than L i 
j2 

(the
Table 1 

Description of test benchmarks N B , N W and N L 
represent the number of buses, generations, and 

branches. 

Test benchmarks N B N W N L 

IEEE 39- bus system 39 10 46 

IEEE 118-bus system 118 54 186 
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Fig. 4. ID number of branches of two IEEE systems. (a) IEEE 39-bus system; (b) IEEE 118-bus system 

 

 

 

position of L i 
j1 

in C 

i is more forward than L i 
j2 

), we give L i 
j1 

a larger weight than L i 
j2 

. Therefore, Eq. (6 ) can be improved as

follows. 

f 
(
r i 
)

= 

(
1 

r i 

)β

(7) 

αe ′ = 

h ∑ 

i =1 

1 

n 

i 
αi f 

(
r i 
)

(8) 

where β > 0 is an adjustable parameter that controls the proportion of the weights in Eq. (8) . When β is greater, the

branch with a more front position in C 

i has greater α ′ . Due to the positive correlation between α ′ and vulnerability, that
e e 
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Fig. 5. Change regularities of ranking of branches with l increasing. (a-c): IEEE 39-bus system and (d–f): IEEE 118-bus system. (a, d): Degree, (b, e): In- 

degree and (c, f): Out-degree. 

Fig. 6. The relationship between relative position and vulnerability of branches in a fault chain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the branch with a more front position should be more vulnerable than other branches, as shown in Fig. 6 . Hence, we can

improve the metric constancy of CFGs. 

Furthermore, we analyzed the impacts of β on branches’ vulnerability using the IEEE 39- and 118- bus systems. We

investigated the outage size by sequentially attacking critical branches. For the IEEE 39-bus system, we removed the top

11 critical branches ranked by metrics, as shown in Fig. 7 . For the IEEE 118-bus system, we removed the top 10 and 20

critical branches, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8 . In these figures, we show the percent of the remaining load as a function

of removed critical branches. In two test benchmarks, with β increasing, the percent of remaining load showed an upward

trend at first and then became relatively stable. In addition, when β ∈ [0, 1], the remaining load was less; this led to more

outage size than β ∈ [1, 10]. It shows that, with β increasing, a targeted branch with a more front position, leading to a

higher ranking is not necessarily more vulnerable to attacks. 

Based on the foregoing, although adding the importance of relative positions of branches to the weight of edges in CFGs

can improve their metric constancy, the accuracy of ranking results reduces when investigating the remaining load. With

an increase in β , the branches with higher rankings in improved CFGs are less vulnerable than other branches. Therefore,

how to choose β is an important issue in making sure the CFG metrics not only have good constancy but also to ensure the

accuracy of identification of critical branches. 

4. Vulnerability assessment based on segmented CFGs 

4.1. Segmented CFGs 

We revealed the reason for metric instability in Section 3 . Meanwhile, we found that the branch with a more frontal po-

sition in fault chains was not necessarily more vulnerable than other branches. It shows that, in sequential attacks, a branch
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Fig. 7. Percentage of the remaining load in IEEE 39-bus system when removing the top 10 critical branches. (a), (b), and (c) are the removing branches. 

They are ranked by degree, in-degree, and out-degree under different l , respectively. (d), (e), and (f) are the removing branches. They are ranked by degree, 

in-degree, and out-degree under different � of the fault chains, respectively. �

Fig. 8. Percentage of remaining load in IEEE 118-bus system when removing top 10 and 20 critical lines. (a), (b) and (c) are the removing lines ranked by 

degree, in-degree and out-degree under the different l of fault chains, respectively. (d), (e) and (f) are the removing lines ranked by degree, in-degree, and 

out-degree under the different � of fault chains, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. An example to explain the different vulnerabilities in different time points. (a) Normal operation; (b) Contingency 1. 

Fig. 10. Segmented fault chains. Percentage of the remaining load on IEEE 39-bus system with the number of critical branches increasing. 

Table 2 

Top 10 critical branches of IEEE 39-bus system based on different periods of cascad- 

ing faults. 

Rank 

aCFG mCFG pCFG 

D InD OutD D InD OutD D InD OutD 

1 27 27 27 5 39 46 41 33 41 

2 20 20 20 46 5 5 33 13 39 

3 37 37 37 39 46 37 13 34 33 

4 13 5 13 37 37 20 34 41 46 

5 9 46 9 20 42 7 39 4 34 

6 46 13 46 7 41 27 4 39 4 

7 5 9 25 27 7 33 46 37 31 

8 4 1 4 42 27 21 31 46 5 

9 1 4 6 41 20 39 5 14 16 

10 6 6 38 21 21 4 37 15 17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

attacked at a different time points has different vulnerabilities. We will still use a cup with water to explain the reason

for this, as shown in Fig. 9 . Under normal operation, suppose there are two potential flaws: “B” and “C.” In Fig. 9 (a), “C” is

more vulnerable than “B”. However, when the cup had flaw “A”, its operational status will change to reach a new optimal

operational point from normal operation to contingency 1. In contingency 1, “B” is more vulnerable than “C.” Therefore, at

different time points, the vulnerability of branches will change. 

Inspired by the above analysis, we propose segmented CFGs to improve the accuracy of assessment results. First, based

on the change regularities of ranking results in Section 3 (a), a fault chain can be divided three segments: anterior segment,

middle segment, and posterior segment as shown in Fig. 10 . We employ the threshold for total load shedding � as a

yardstick to divide the fault chain. In the IEEE 39- and 118- bus systems, the thresholds of the three segments are 20%,

45%, and 60%. Secondly, we construct the three sub-CFGs based on the three segments, i.e., anterior CFG (aCFG), middle CFG

(mCFG), and posterior segment (pCFG), respectively. 

Furthermore, the aCFG, mCFG, and pCFG are employed to rank the branches according to the vertex degree, in-degree,

and out-degree, respectively. The top 10 critical branches on IEEE 39-bus system and the 20 critical branches on the IEEE

118-bus system are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 . We can observe that the rankings of critical branches have obvious
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Table 3 

Top 20 critical branches of IEEE 118-bus system based on different periods of cascading 

faults 

Rank 

aCFG mCFG pCFG 

D InD OutD D InD OutD D InD OutD 

1 127 127 104 105 106 105 38 32 38 

2 104 124 125 106 30 108 32 136 149 

3 125 107 127 108 105 97 136 134 136 

4 107 123 7 30 108 116 149 149 61 

5 90 90 90 116 102 96 61 30 67 

6 123 104 107 97 116 128 134 61 33 

7 7 119 119 96 97 30 67 106 108 

8 124 125 176 102 31 66 30 105 105 

9 119 7 96 128 67 106 105 29 106 

10 176 102 123 31 96 31 106 67 66 

11 96 176 102 67 92 102 108 108 22 

12 102 96 9 91 61 91 33 38 137 

13 9 126 124 66 91 124 29 115 9 

14 126 128 126 137 89 137 66 54 134 

15 128 9 31 88 128 88 54 37 54 

16 31 31 128 92 137 67 22 91 29 

17 149 149 97 89 88 89 137 45 23 

18 129 129 149 61 66 95 37 88 91 

19 97 37 129 124 136 94 115 66 88 

20 37 106 8 119 104 92 91 22 37 

Fig. 11. Percentage of the remaining load on IEEE 118-bus system when removing critical nodes increases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

differences. We take the IEEE 39-bus system to analyze the critical vertices ranked by in-degree as an example. In the

anterior period of sequential attacks, branches 27, 20, 37,5, and 46 are ranked as the most vulnerable ones affected by a

fault. In the middle period, branches 39, 5, 46, 37, and 42 are ranked as the most vulnerable. Similarly, branches 33, 13, 34,

41, and 4 are ranked as the most vulnerable in the posterior period. The analysis shows that under sequential attacks, we

need to focus on protecting different critical branches at different time points. 

4.2. Critical branch attack 

In this section, we investigate the outage size when critical branches ranked by different ways are attacked. We choose

the critical branches ranked by degree, in-degree, or out-degree based on segmented CFGs. For the IEEE 39- and 118-bus

systems, we choose top 10 and 20 critical branches, respectively. The procedure for selecting critical branches are as follows:

(I) Top 10 and 20 critical branches are chosen based one (1) CFG, (2) aCFG, (3) mCFG, and (4) pCFG metrics for IEEE

39-bus and 118-bus systems, respectively; 

(II) Top K 1 , K 2 , K 3 critical branches are chosen based on the aCFG, mCFG, and pCFG metrics, respectively and use

K 1 + K 2 + K 3 critical branches as the critical branches in order. 

For IEEE 39-bus system, ( 5 -a) K 1 = 4, K 2 = 3, K 3 = 3; ( 5 -b) K 1 = 3, K 2 = 4, K 3 = 3; ( 5 -c) K 1 = 3, K 2 = 3, K 3 = 4. 

For IEEE 118-bus system, ( 5 -A) K 1 = 7, K 2 = 7, K 3 = 6; ( 5 -B) K 1 = 8, K 2 = 6, K 3 = 6; ( 5 -C) K 1 = 10, K 2 = 5, K 3 = 5. 

The results under the sequential attacks, based on the five ways, are shown in Figs. 10 –11 . We show the decrease in the

remaining load in the two test benchmarks as a function of the number of removed critical branches. 

On the IEEE 39-bus system, when the number of targeted branches chosen using the five ways except (4) is relatively

small, the load shedding had a small difference between two ways. However, with the number of attacking branches increas-
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Table 4 

Percent of remaining load when removing 10 critical branches of IEEE 39-bus system and 20 

critical branches of IEEE 118-bus system. The minimum remaining load in different indices. 

Ways 

IEEE 39-bus system 

Ways 

IEEE 118-bus system 

D InD OutD D InD OutD 

(1)CFG 36.04% 36.04% 38.79% (1)CFG 79.07% 78.85% 75.22% 

(2)aCFG 57.08% 57.08% 71.47% (2)aCFG 82.98% 82.98% 83.17% 

(3)mCFG 38.79% 38.79% 45.06% (3)mCFG 87.09% 87.97% 93.07% 

(4)pCFG 37.65% 40.00% 50.49% (4)pCFG 89.07% 94.72% 81.95% 

(5-a) 36.04% 36.94% 36.04% (5-A) 75.65% 85.83% 70.63% 

(5-b) 36.04% 36.94% 36.04% (5-B) 77.63% 83.07% 71.26% 

(5-c) 27.92% 27.92% 36.04% (5-C) 77.06% 80.84% 75.46% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ing, generally, there is more load shedding when removing the critical branches ranked by (1) and (5-a, b, c), compared to

those ranked by (2) , (3) , and (4) . When removing 10 critical branches ranked by (5- a, b, c), especially 5 -c), the remaining

load is significantly less, as shown in Table 4 compared to those ranked by ( (2) , (3) , and (4) . 

On the IEEE 118-bus system, no matter the number of attacked branches, the result based on (5-a, b, c) is better than

the one based on (2) , (3) or (4) . When 20 critical branches were ranked by (5-a, b, c), the remaining load was significantly

less, as shown in Table 4 , compared to the remaining loads when the critical branches were ranked by (2) , (3) , and (4) . 

In addition, Table 4 demonstrates that, whether 10 critical branches on the IEEE 39-bus system or 20 critical branches

on the IEEE 118-bus system are attacked or not, the difference between the results when the critical branches were ranked

by (1) and (5-a,b,c) is not obvious. In (1) , the top critical branches stem from the results of comprehensive rankings, i.e.,

these critical branches stem from not only the anterior period but also the middle or posterior period. However, on the IEEE

118-bus system, Fig. 11 shows that (5-a, b, c) is better than (1) when the number of removing branches is relatively small.

It is because most of the critical branches do not stem from the anterior period due to comprehensive rankings in (1) . 

Furthermore, to verify the results’ accuracy, we compare the proposed method with the existing methods, including the

proposed methods in references [29,30] , i.e., betweenness and electrical betweenness. Among them, the methods of ref-

erences [29,30] ; were employed to rank the critical branches of the IEEE 39-bus system; in particular, betweenness and

electrical betweenness were employed to rank the critical branches of the IEEE 118-bus system. In addition, as mentioned

in the introduction, both betweenness and electrical betweenness are constructed based on the topological graph abstracted

from the electrical topological structure. Among them, betweenness is the pure metric while electrical betweenness is the

extended metric which considers the reactance of the branches as the weights of edges in the topological graph. The com-

pared results ( Figs. 10 and 11 ) show that the remaining load of the systems is obviously smaller, and the rate of the load

descent is obviously faster, after removing suggested branches ranked by our proposed method than other methods; there-

fore, we can infer that employing segments CFGs as the operational graphs to assess the TNV is both effective and accurate.

To sum up, by analyzing the outage size when critical branches ranked using different ways were attacked at a differ-

ent period, the different period could correspond to different critical branches. Therefore, for a given electric network, the

different critical branches should be reviewed in different time points under sequential attacks. 

5. Further discussions and conclusions 

This paper attempts to analyze CFGs’ metric instability and TNV from the angle of sequential attacks. Through analyzing

the results of the simulations conducted, we observed the reason for metric instability. To improve the metric constancy, we

introduced the relative position of fault chains with adjustable parameter β into the weight of edges in the CFGs. In this

manner, improved the CFGs’ metric constancy, the ranking results’ accuracy reduced, as shown via an investigation of the

percentage of remaining load. Meanwhile, in the above process, we also found that, under sequential attacks at different

time points, the branches’ vulnerabilities were different. This implies that some branches were more vulnerable in a specific

period of sequential attacks than other periods. Thus, we divided the fault chain into three segments, which were employed

to construct the aCFG, mCFG, and pCFG. The simulation results show that the segmented CFG is effective, which improves

the assessment result’s accuracy. 

There are several possible directions that our future work could take along this topic. First, how to determine the end

sign of fault chain needs closer analysis in terms of experimentation and simulation. Second, how to separate the three

segments of fault chains is an important issue because they have effects on the critical branches’ rankings according to the

different period. Thirdly, we employed only the degree (in-degree or out-degree) of CFGs to rank critical branches. It is also

an interesting direction to investigate other metrics, e.g., betweenness and centroid in ranking the branches. 
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